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IMPORTANT NOTICE
ALL 2020 JRTCA SANCTIONED TRIALS ARE OPEN TO JRTCA MEMBERS ONLY.

Any protest concerning violations of trial rules must be submitted in writing to the Club Office within 30 days following the trial concerned.
INTRODUCTION

Trials provide an opportunity for Jack Russell Terrier owners to get to know each other, get together with terrier friends and in general have a good time with their terriers. They also provide the necessary opportunity to see breeding stock from around the country. This interaction between fellow breeders, as well as between breeders and other Jack Russell enthusiasts, fosters continued improvement in the breeding of quality terriers.

The JRTCA sanctions trials throughout the U.S. to ensure a fair and standardized competition and the safety of exhibitors and terriers. These rules have been established over many years, with the input of many people, both Trial Chairpersons and exhibitors alike. They are designed to ensure the integrity and consistency of sanctioned trials. It is in the best interest of the terriers, exhibitors and trial organizers that these rules be followed. This booklet was designed to assist JRTCA members to better understand what to expect at a sanctioned trial and the rules governing the actual running of the trial. It is an attempt to enable every trial to run smoothly and be an enjoyable experience for everyone.

The JRTCA National Trial requires the combined efforts of a large number of individuals; there is no single organizer or individual responsible for its organization and execution. Therefore, there is no restriction on showing for the many individuals involved in the implementation of the National Trial. All terriers entered in the National Trial must be registered or recorded. (This requirement is for the National Trial only and does not pertain to other trials.)

The JRTCA Board of Directors reserves the right to offer additional classes, and there are some variations in the rules that are specific and necessary to the National Trial. Any variations to the rules will be clearly outlined in the flyers specific to the event. Please be sure to review the National Trial flyer carefully; it is your responsibility as an exhibitor to abide by the rules.

Please do not hesitate to contact anyone on the Trial Committee if you have any questions. Your suggestions and ideas are always welcome.

GOOD LUCK...AND HAVE A TERRIERIFIC TRIAL
GENERAL RULES FOR EXHIBITORS

1. All sanctioned classes are open to Jack Russell Terriers only.

2. Exhibitors and owners of terriers entered must be current JRTCA members and must not be a member of a conflicting JRT organization or register their JRTs in any all-breed registry or conflicting JRT organization. If an exhibitor is found to be in violation of this policy, entry will be disqualified and no refunds will be given. If a violation is confirmed after the trial, placements will be voided from all JRTCA records. Exhibitors must submit a completed entry form including a signed waiver for every trial they enter.

3. Entries MUST be within the 10-15” JRTCA height standard for all sanctioned classes (with the exception of pups who have not yet met the 10" height standard); measuring devices will be available on the trial grounds.

4. Puppies (under 12 months) are not eligible for championship in any division but their own. Puppies are eligible to compete only if they have reached their four-month birthday (not 16 weeks). A puppy's age is the actual age the pup is on the day of the trial.

5. Bitches in season may not compete in any division. Pre-entry fees of bitches in season will be refunded with a veterinarian certificate, or as otherwise agreed upon by the Trial Chairperson.

6. Spayed or neutered terriers may compete in Miscellaneous Conformation. They may not compete in Puppy, Family*, Open or Working Conformation.

   *Note: For Family Classes, Brood Bitches and Stud Dogs entered may not be spayed/neutered. The offspring at their sides may be intact or spayed/neutered.

7. A terrier bred by a sanctioned JRTCA Judge may not be shown under that Judge in the conformation division.

8. Terriers owned or co-owned by the Trial Chairperson, or any member of their household, may not be entered in any phase of the competition, with the exception of Child and Youth Handling.
9. Terriers owned by judges may not be entered in the division in which they are judging, but may enter the competition in any other division.

10. Terriers owned by stewards may be entered in any division provided that they find a substitute to perform their duties or have someone else show their terriers.

11. Requests for the measurement of a terrier entered in any class number may be made only by another exhibitor in that same class number or by the Judge EXCEPT in Racing. Requests for the measurement of a terrier in Racing may be made by the Judge or by an exhibitor with a terrier entered in the same class number; OR, if classes are split by gender, may call for the measurement of a terrier of the opposite gender in the same age and height category. (Example: The owner of an under adult dog entered in Racing may call for the measurement of an under adult bitch as the potential exists for them to race each other in the Championship Races.) Exhibitors racing puppies may call for the measurement of a puppy in a different age category as long as it is in the same height category. The person making the request for measurement must name the terrier or terriers they wish to have measured, but requests for measurement of entire classes will not be honored. The measurement of the terrier will be considered the terrier's official height for the duration of the trial. Only JRTCA height cards issued after September, 1999 will be honored.

12. Excessive use of squeaky or fur-like baiting devices by exhibitors is prohibited in the Conformation ring and may result in the exhibitor being excused from the class. "Excessive use" will be at Judge's discretion.

13. Exhibitors participating in the JRTCA Working Terrier classes or Certificate Go-To-Ground must submit the appropriate JRTCA certificates with pre-entries or at the time of post-entry. The Judge may require a copy of the certificate be presented to the Ring/Den steward at time of judging. Registered terriers may submit a copy of
NHC application signed by a JRTCA Working Judge within 30 days of the date it was issued.

14. Puppies under the age of three months are not permitted on the trial grounds. Any person violating this rule will be excused from all classes entered, and asked to leave the trial site.

15. All dogs must be leashed or crated except when competition requires off-leash work. No liberty leashes allowed.

16. Overly aggressive dogs, or an owner's failure to control their dog, may result in disqualification at the discretion of the Judges or the Trial Chairperson.

17. The abuse or severe disciplining of dogs on the trial grounds is prohibited. Anyone displaying such behavior will be asked to leave the trial site, and no entry fees will be refunded.

18. Dogs other than JRTs on the grounds may be excluded or permitted at the discretion of the Trial Chairperson.

19. Exhibitors are responsible to double check the classes they have entered and be on time. No refunds will be given for missed classes.

20. The owner/handler of a terrier entering any class does so at his/her own risk and agrees to abide by the rules of the JRTCA and the trial. A copy of the JRTCA Rule Book can be obtained by contacting the JRTCA office (410-561-3655) or it can be downloaded from the JRTCA website (www.terrier.com).

21. Unsportsmanlike conduct, or the use of foul and abusive language, will not be tolerated. Anyone demonstrating such conduct will be asked to leave the trial site and no entry fees will be refunded. In addition, such conduct will be subject to penalties which may include the suspension of membership, restriction from entering the JRTCA National Trial, and/or fines. Trial Chairpersons have the right to refuse any entry at their sole and absolute discretion.

22. All dogs brought to JRTCA sanctioned trials must be current on vaccinations. No dogs of any age may be brought to a trial who have suspicion of contagious or infectious disease.
23. THE JUDGE'S DECISION IS FINAL IN ALL DIVISIONS.

CONFORMATION RULES

1. All terriers are to be judged on the JRTCA Breed Standard, unless otherwise noted.

2. Classes may be combined or split at the discretion of the Trial Chairperson.

3. A terrier bred by a Sanctioned JRTCA Judge may not be shown under that Judge in the conformation division.

4. A question concerning the type of coat on any terrier may be made only by another exhibitor in that class, the ring steward or by the judge. Requests for review of coat made by spectators will not be honored.

5. Spayed or neutered terriers may not compete in the Puppy, *Breeder's, Open Adult or Working Conformation section classes. Miscellaneous Conformation section classes are optional and offered at the discretion of the Trial Chairperson. When optional classes are offered, they must be judged by a Sanctioned JRTCA Judge and follow the JRTCA sanctioned trial rules.

   * NOTE: For Family classes, Brood Bitches and Stud Dogs entered may not be spayed/neutered. The offspring at their sides may be intact or spayed/neutered.

6. No cross-entering within the Open Conformation and Working classes.

7. Exhibitors participating in the Working Classes must submit the appropriate JRTCA paperwork with entries. The judge may require a copy of the Natural Hunting Certificate be presented to the Ring Steward at the time of judging.

8. Registered terriers may submit a copy of NHC Application, signed by a JRTCA Working Judge, within 30 days of the date it was issued.
9. Excessive use of squeaky or fur-like baiting devices by exhibitors is prohibited in the Conformation ring. "Excessive use" will be at the judge's discretion.

10. The only individuals permitted in the Conformation Ring, other than class participants, are the Judge, the Ring Steward, and, if asked for by the Judge or Ring Steward, the Trial Chairperson and Trial Photographer. Class participants include one handler per terrier. Terrier must be exhibited on lead.

11. Puppies, 12 months of age and younger, are not eligible to enter any Miscellaneous Conformation or Suitability classes except Spayed/Neutered 6-12 Month Puppy Class, if offered.

GO-TO-GROUND RULES

1. Schooling prior to the competition is NOT permitted. Any violation of this rule shall result in disqualification from the Go-To-Ground competition at this trial. No entry fees will be refunded.

2. Exhibitors in Open or Puppy classes are expected to pick up score sheets for their terriers at the Secretary's stand for classes in which score sheets are used. At the time of the competition, the exhibitor will give the score sheet to the Den Steward for scoring by the Judge.

3. Exhibitors are encouraged to read the score sheets for classes in which score sheets are provided and class descriptions carefully, and review and abide by the JRTCA Rules for Go-To-Ground.

4. A line approximately two feet from the entrance hole will be designated as the starting line. Time starts when the terrier is released. The terrier is to be released so that all four of the terrier's feet are on the ground before crossing the starting line. Any violation of this rule, accidental or intentional, shall result in disqualification of the terrier from the class in which the violation occurs. No entry fees will be refunded.

5. The Judge signals the release of the terrier. Do not release your terrier until the Judge signals. Any violation of this rule, accidental or
intentional, shall result in disqualification of the terrier from the class in which the violation occurs. No entry fee will be refunded.

6. After the terrier is released, the handler shall remain next to the entrance hole. Once the terrier has entered, the handler may not block the entrance hole by standing in it or in any other manner. Commands and encouragement may be given. The Judge will signal to the exhibitor to pick up the terrier at the completion of their work.

7. Terriers, puppies and adults, registered or non-registered, which have previously scored 100% in the Novice Class at a JRTCA trial may not, under any circumstances, compete in these classes again, at any JRTCA Sanctioned Trial.

8. Puppies who have earned 100% in the Open Puppy Class at this trial may, upon payment of the entry fee enter the Puppy Championship class at this trial and must compete in the Puppy Championship class at all future trials. Winners of this class will determine the Puppy GTG Champion & Reserve.

9. Terriers, 1 year old or older, registered or non-registered, which have previously scored 100% in the Open Class, may continue to compete in the Open Adult Class until they receive their Trial Certificate. A terrier achieving 100% in the Open Adult Class is eligible to apply for a Trial Certificate when the terrier is registered or recorded with the JRTCA. **No adult terrier may compete in the Championship Certificate class until the Trial Certificate has been applied for and issued.**

10. To obtain a Trial Certificate after scoring 100% in an Open Class at a JRTCA Sanctioned Trial, the owner of the adult terrier shall submit a copy of the qualifying score sheet, signed and initialed by the GTG judge along with a $30.00 filing fee, to the JRTCA office. The score sheet is good for the life of the dog and may be submitted with the registration application if the terrier is not already registered/recorded with the JRTCA.

11. Once a terrier has received their Trial Certificate, they MUST compete in the Certificate Class. **CROSS-ENTERING IS NOT PERMITTED BETWEEN CERTIFICATE CLASSES.**
12. In the event of a tie, the tie shall be broken by a run-off; the best time shall determine the winner.

13. It is the responsibility of the exhibitor to collect the score sheet or card if provided after the judging is complete.

14. Copies of JRTCA Trial Certificates MUST be submitted with preentries or provided to the Den Steward at the time of judging.

15. Terriers that are competing in the Youth Division, if entered in a regular Go-To-Ground class, MUST compete in their regular class prior to competing in the Youth Handling class.

16. The use of electronic timers at a JRTCA sanctioned trial is acceptable under the guidelines provided.

   NOTE: If electronic GTG timer is used the following rules apply:

   a.) The electronic timer is activated when a terrier crosses a beam at the starting end of the GTG tunnel. The starting line is to be set up two feet back from the entrance to the tunnel. When a competing terrier crosses the beam at that starting line, timing will commence. Another beam will be activated 18 inches from the quarry at the end of the tunnel. When the terrier breaks that beam, the electronic clock will be stopped. The electronic timing is then written by the judge on the GTG score sheet.

   b.) If a terrier does not move directly past the starting line and break the electronic beam when released, the judge should make note on the score sheet of how long a time the terrier spent between its release and when it broke the starting beam. That time should be added to that terrier’s time to quarry.

   c.) All other JRTCA GTG Rules remain unchanged, i.e., those relating to the working performance of the terrier at the quarry.

17. Timing is as follows: Pre-Novice Puppy-One minute to reach quarry; work quarry for 15 seconds; may leave and re-enter earth until quarry is reached.
   Novice Puppy and Novice Adult-One minute to reach quarry; may leave and re-enter the earth several times until quarry is reached;
work quarry for 30 seconds without a break in work and without leaving quarry.

Open Puppy and Open Adult-30 seconds to reach quarry; may leave earth and re-enter once; work quarry for one minute without a break in work and without leaving quarry.

Puppy Championship-30 seconds to reach quarry; may leave earth and re-enter once; work quarry for one minute without a break in work and without leaving quarry.

Adult Championship Certificate classes-30 seconds to reach quarry; may not leave the earth; work quarry for one minute without a break in work and without leaving quarry.

**SUPER EARTH RULES**

1. Sanctioned Super Earth is open to Puppies, 6 to 12 months of age, and Adults. Certificate Super Earth classes are open to adult terriers which have earned and received a JRTCA Super Earth Certificate.

2. Schooling prior to competition is NOT permitted. Any violation of this rule shall result in disqualification from Super Earth competition at this trial. No entry fees will be refunded.

3. Terriers entered in Super Earth may also compete in their regular GTG classes.

4. Exhibitors are in Open or Puppy classes are expected to pick up Super Earth score sheets if provided at the Secretary's stand. At the time of the competition, the exhibitor will give the score sheet to the Den Steward for scoring by the Judge.

5. A line approximately two feet from the tunnel will be designated a starting line. The terrier is to be released so that all four of the terrier's feet are on the ground before crossing the starting line. Time starts when terrier is released. The judge signals release of the terrier.
6. After the terrier is released, the handler shall remain at the starting line. Commands and encouragement may be given. The judge will signal to the exhibitor to pick up the terrier at the completion of their work.

7. In the event of a tie, the tie shall be broken by a run-off; the fastest time shall determine the winner.

8. The use of electronic timers at a JRTCA sanctioned trial for this event is acceptable under the guidelines provided.

9. Puppies who have earned 100% in the Open Puppy Class at this trial may, upon payment of the entry fee enter the Puppy Championship class at this trial and must compete in the Puppy Championship class at all future trials. Winners of this class will determine the Puppy Super Earth Champion & Reserve.

10. Terriers, 1 year old or older, registered or non-registered, which have previously scored 100% in the Open Adult Super Earth class must continue to compete in the Open Adult Super Earth class until they receive their Super Earth Certificate. A terrier achieving 100% in the Open Adult Super Earth class is eligible to apply for a Certificate when the terrier is registered or recorded with the JRTCA. No adult terrier may compete in the Championship Certificate class until the Super Earth Certificate has been applied for and issued.

11. To obtain a Super Earth Certificate after scoring 100% in an Open Class at a JRTCA Sanctioned Trial, the owner of the adult terrier shall submit a copy of the qualifying score sheet, signed and initialed by the Super Earth judge, along with a $30.00 filing fee, to the JRTCA office. The score sheet is good for the life of the dog and may be submitted with the registration application if the terrier is not already registered/recorded with the JRTCA.

12. Once a terrier has received their Super Earth Certificate, it MUST compete in the Certificate Class. CROSS-ENTERING IS NOT PERMITTED BETWEEN CERTIFICATE CLASSES.

13. Copies of JRTCA Super Earth Certificates MUST be submitted with pre-entries to the Den Steward at the time of judging.
14. Timing for all Super Earth classes: 30 seconds per 30 feet of tunnel; may leave and re-enter the earth multiple times until quarry is reached; work quarry for one minute without a break in work and without leaving quarry.

**AGILITY RULES**

1. All terriers must be at least one year of age to compete in JRTCA Agility or practice on any equipment.

2. Practice Runs, if offered, are payable at the gate. No practice at Nationals.

3. A dog may wear a flat buckle collar but must not have any tags hanging from the collar. The exhibitor may run the dog off lead without a collar. Flexi-leads, harnesses, scarves and similar adornments are not permitted.

4. Exhibitors are not permitted to pull or give leash corrections in On Lead classes. Loose leads only! Each leash correction = 5 points. Maximum of three incidents. Fourth incident will result in disqualification and no score.

**Note:** No food, toys or training devices of any kind may be used within 10’ of the Agility ring. The handler may not carry anything that may aid the dog in its performance.

5. No cross entering between Novice On-Lead to Agility I. Agility I may not enter Agility II or III. No cross entering from Agility II and Agility III into Agility I.

Course Time Deductions: 1 fault for every second over course time, judge 1/100th of a second.

7. No refusals are called on any obstacle other than contacts. Off Course or Back Jumping: 5 faults per instance. The dog must be back on course before being assessed another 5 fault penalty. The dog must have two feet on each contact obstacle. Backing off is a refusal.
8. Any scores that are NON-QUALIFYING may be used for ribbon placement, and Champion/Reserve. Any score that is eliminated will not be eligible for placement or Champion/Reserve.

9. **HURDLES:** Banking, knocking off a rail or pushing off a rail = 5 faults. Missing hurdle completely = 15 faults.

10. **Tire Jump:** The tire must be jumped clean. Running under the tire or between the tire and standard is = 5 faults (if not corrected). Banking the tire = 5 faults. Missing the jump completely = 15 faults.

   **Note:** The judge is to inspect the tire jump for safety before use. If not deemed safe, a regular jump should be substituted.

11. **Dog Walk or A-Frame:** Terrier must place at least one paw in the down contact. Missed zone or leaving the obstacle prior to completion = 15 faults.

12. **Teeter:** Terrier must place at least one paw on down contact. Leaving the obstacle prior to the down side touching the ground is considered a Fly-Off = 15 faults. Leaving the board, even when down but not in the down contact will be considered a missed zone and assessed 15 faults.

13. **Open and Closed Tunnels:** Terrier must enter tunnels in direction indicated by the judge. Terrier entering wrong direction or entering partially with just the front paws and then backing out is an off course = 5 faults. Re-entering the tunnel that is the correct direction is not a refusal. No refusals on any obstacles except contacts. Failure to complete = 15 faults.

14. **Weave Poles:** Terrier must enter with the first pole being at his left shoulder. No refusal is given for missed or out of sequence poles, handler must fix mistake at point of error or start from the beginning. Failure to complete = 15 faults.

15. **Refusals:** Committing to a contact with two paws is a 5 point fault then failing to perform is a 15 point fault. Three refusals per contact permitted. Each refusal = 5 faults. Three = 15 faults.

16. **Omission:** Skipping an obstacle = 15 faults for each obstacle omitted.

17. **Automatic Elimination and zero (0) score:**
Handler jumping hurdles or performing any obstacles.

Handler using food, toys, or training devices in the ring.

Handler verbally or physically abusing a terrier.

Handler touching terrier or obstacles.

Terrier exhibiting excessive fear, shyness, or aggression.

Terrier exhibiting obvious lameness.

Terrier eliminating in the ring.

Terrier leaving ring while being inattentive to handler.

18. Jack Russell Terriers with three scores of 190 or better in the Off Lead Class for Agility I are eligible for the Agility I certificate. Dogs may remain in Agility I class but may not also enter Agility II and Agility III. Three qualifying scores of 190 or better in Agility II are required for an Agility II certificate. The Agility III and Jumpers/Game classes -3 scores of 200 or game qualifying without faults to earn the Agility III or Jumpers/Game Certificate. Certificates may be obtained by sending three completed qualifying score sheets, along with a check for $30 (payable to the JRTCA) to JRTCA, P.O. Box 4527, Lutherville, MD 21094. The owner must be a current JRTC member and the terrier registered or recorded to be issued a certificate.

19. Agility High Score Champion and Reserve to be awarded to the high terrier and runner-up with the best combined score of Agility II and Agility III and Jumpers or Game – Ag1 & Ag II have 1st. consideration. Ties to be broken by the fastest time. Veteran Championship is offered at Nationals.

**Obedience Rules**

1. To earn a qualifying score, the terrier needs to earn 170 out of 200 points and receive no less than 50% of the given points for each exercise. Half points may be used to determine a qualifying score.

2. Any terrier receiving three qualifying scores in the same class, under two different Judges, is eligible for a JRTCA Obedience
Certificate; the terrier must be JRTCA registered or recorded, and the owner must be a current member of the JRTCA. The Certificate may be obtained by submitting signed score sheets along with a $30.00 check (payable to JRTCA) to: JRTCA, P.O. Box 4527, Lutherville, MD 21094.

3. Leashes for Sub-Novice need to be a minimum of 6 feet in length. Collars should be well-fitting buckle or limited slip martingale collars, no pinch collars or chokers and no race leads.

4. All terriers must be at least 6 months of age to compete in Obedience. Titles are only issued to registered and recorded dogs 1 year of age and older.

5. A complete set of Obedience Rules can be found on the JRTCA site to download. Or contact committee member at mousemoorjr@cs.com

6. Our Sub Novice Class is split into “A” & “B” The A class is for competitors that do not hold a Sub Novice or Beginner Novice or Starter Novice title in any venue.

1. GENERAL OBEDIENCE RULES AND REGULATIONS
   The following rules apply to Obedience Classes at sanctioned JRTCA Trials.

1.1 Eligibility
   A) Any terrier 6 months and older may be entered.
   B) Females in heat are not allowed to compete.
   C) Dogs with disabilities are allowed to compete, provided they are not in pain.
   D) Dogs with bandages, stitches or open sores/wounds are not allowed to compete.
   E) Dogs who are obviously lame and not moving soundly are not allowed to compete.

1.2 Ring Size
   Rings should be approximately 40 feet x 50 feet and should not be less than 30 feet x 40 feet.
1.3 Equipment
Rings can & should be enclosed if possible with ring gates, snow fencing, or be otherwise enclosed (e.g. indoors) to provide a safe environment from which terriers cannot escape.

Trial hosts must provide all jumps, score sheets, and other equipment necessary to properly host a trial. If not, they must be certain that judge will supply the necessary equipment for Obedience.

2. JUDGING GUIDELINES
Consistent judging is critical. Judges are expected to have full understanding of all judging guidelines. As with any dog sport, there may be areas of interpretation and judges are required to make those interpretations fairly and consistently.

Exhibitors are also expected to be familiar with judging guidelines. Judges may, but are not required to, discuss an exhibitor’s scoring after the class is finished. Judges are not to enter into any discussions with an angry or argumentative exhibitor. If an Exhibitor feels that his/her performance was not scored fairly, they may file a complaint with the Trial Chair.

2.1 Scores and Qualifying Performance
After the last exercise has been performed, and the score sheet completed and signed, the judge shall inform each team whether their performance was qualifying or non-qualifying. Each team enters the ring with a score of 200. As errors are made, deductions are noted on the scoresheet. A final score of 170 or better is considered a qualifying performance, provided the team has scored at least 50% of the individual point values for each exercise. Half-point deductions will be made and precision is important. Dogs who exhibit fear or aggressiveness; eliminate or become ill in the ring will not receive a qualifying score. Handlers who discipline their dogs while in the ring will be excused. A judge will not require a handler or dog to do anything not outlined in this rulebook nor will a judge penalize a handler or dog for anything not outlined herein.

2.2 Deductions
A) Minor deductions: ½ point and 1 point
B) Substantial/major deductions: 2-5 points
C) Additional cues: 3 points
D) When hand signals are used, either alone or in combination with a verbal cue, the hand must be returned to a natural position within a reasonable time after giving the signal. If, in the judge’s opinion, the hand signal is held and appears to be used as a lure, a non-qualifying score will be given for the exercise.
E) Other deductions as described for each exercise.
F) If the dog takes a jump when not directed, a 5 point deduction shall be given.

2.3 Judge’s Instructions

A) Before beginning each exercise, the judge will ask the handler “Are you ready?”
B) Once the handler has indicated she/he is ready, the judge will instruct the handler “Forward” for all exercises that begin with heeling. For other exercises, the judge’s first instructions are noted in the exercise description.
C) Judging begins once the handler has indicated he/she is ready.
D) When the team has completed all features of an exercise, the judge will say “Exercise Finished” and judging for that exercise is complete.

2.4 Jump Heights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height at withers</th>
<th>High/Bar Jumps</th>
<th>Broad Jump</th>
<th># Boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.5” and under</td>
<td>8”</td>
<td>16”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4” dogs use 1 board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 12.5” up to 15”</td>
<td>12”</td>
<td>20”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: At the discretion of the handler, dogs 9 years and older may jump 4” lower than regular jump heights indicated on the above chart. This must be announced to the judge before judging of the individual team begins.
Jump height will be the only modification in other circumstances other than age. No omission of exercises or changes in distance for performing or time will be allowed.

2.5 Jump Construction
1) The bar jump will consist of a bar between 2 and 2 ½” square with the edges rounded to remove any sharpness. Or a plain white jump rail 4-5 feet in length. The posts must be adjustable for each two inches of height. For safety, the jump must be built so that the bar may be knocked over without affecting the uprights.
2) The high jump (for open only) will be four or five feet wide and painted white. The uprights of the high jump will be four feet high. There must be a sufficient number of boards to accommodate all possible jump height adjustments. The high jump may be made of wood or plastic.
3) The broad jump must have nesting hurdles. They must be approximately 8” wide, 4-5’ in length and must all be painted white. The broad jump may be made of wood or plastic.

2.6 Interference and Double Handling
Exhibitors and spectators are not allowed to interfere or assist in any way with a team that is working in the ring. Instances of interference and/or double handling will result in the working team’s performance being judged as non-qualifying if the assistance is perceived to assist the team, or the judge may ask the team to repeat their performance if the situation appears to be intended to adversely affect the working team. Exhibitors who are found to be interfering with a working team’s performance will be asked to leave the grounds and receive a non-qualifying score that day. Any involved spectator will be asked to leave the grounds as well.

2.7 Unusual Conditions
If, during a team’s performance in the ring, an unusual condition arises that could negatively affect the team’s performance, the judge may have the team perform that portion of an exercise again.

2.8 Ties
The tie performance is a continuation of a team’s original performance. All Misbehavior rules apply to the tie performance. Refer to the Misbehavior section of this chapter for a description of the behaviors
identified as “misbehaviors”. In the case of a tie in Pre-Novice or Novice class, each team will again perform the On-Leash Heeling Pattern exercise. In the Open class, each team will again perform the Off-Leash Heeling Pattern exercise.

2.9 Score Sheets
The judge will determine the number of points deducted from each team’s performance. Before determining placements the judge must double check to ensure scores were calculated properly. The judge must clearly mark each score sheet as qualifying or non-qualifying score and sign it. Since JRTCA competitors are responsible for their own paperwork to submit for certificates, they will obtain their score sheet from the judge or a steward at the conclusion of the trial.

2.10 Physically Challenged Handlers and Dogs
Dogs and/or handlers with disabilities are allowed to compete provided the dog does not appear to be in pain. The judge has a right to refuse entry into the ring if a dog appears in pain. The judge will excuse from the ring any dog that becomes lame during any of the exercises.

2.11 Judging Order
Exhibitors shall check in with the judge or a desk steward to be sure their entry and score sheet is correct. Although accommodations shall be made within reason for dogs to be judged throughout the trial day’s time frame posted in the agenda, judges are not required to delay judging for any dog that is not presented at the ring in a timely manner. If there is a conflict with an entry in another class, the handler must inform the judge or a desk steward at check in. Absent dogs will not be permitted to run after judging has officially concluded for the day. No entry fees will be refunded in this instance.

2.12 Leash
All dogs must be kept on leash except when in the Obedience ring, warm up or exercise area. Dogs must be on leash when brought into the ring and when leaving the ring. The leash be made of fabric or leather and not exceed 6 ft. in length. For the Pre-Novice class only a 6 ft. leash is required. Otherwise it must be long enough to provide adequate slack when held. Slip leads (e.g. racing leads, leashes with choke collar as a part of the leash) are not permitted, nor are conformation type slip leads or Flex-type leashes.
2.13 Collars
Collars may be flat, buckle type collars or limited slip martingale type collars. No choke collars, head collars, prong collars or electronic collars are allowed. Body harnesses are also allowed, but a dog may only wear either a collar or a harness, NOT BOTH. Equipment must be properly fitted and while they may have tags on them, the tags must not interfere with the dog’s movement. Dogs may not have decorative items around their neck nor on their collars.

2.14 Heel Position
The dog should be at the handler’s left side and straight in line with the direction the handler is facing. The dog should be close to the handler but should not be so close as to crowd the handler and prevent the handler from moving naturally. The area from the dog’s head to its shoulder should be in line with the handler’s left hip. Heel position applies to instances where the dog is sitting, lying down, standing or moving next to the handler.

2.15 Hands
Hands and arms must be held in a natural position at all times. In the event a handler chooses to have a hand signal, the hand must be returned to a natural position after giving the signal. At no time may it appear that the handler is using their hands/arms to pretend to lure the dog, as with food.

In all exercises in which a dog is required to heel on lead, one of the options listed shall be followed: (1) The handler’s arms and hands shall move naturally at his/her sides while in motion, with the leash held in the left hand, or (2) The hand(s) holding the leash will be held against, and centered in front of the body, in the area of the waist. The forearm(s) shall be carried, as much as possible, against the body.

In exercises in which the dog is required to heel off leash (free), one of the options listed shall be followed: (1) The handler’s arms and hands shall move naturally at his/her sides while in motion and hang naturally at his/her sides when stopped, or (2) the handler’s right hand and arm shall move naturally at his/her side while his/her left hand shall be held against and centered in front of the body in the area of the waist. The left forearm shall be carried, as much as possible, against the body in
any of the above situations, the hands and arms may be adjusted during the fast portion of the exercise in order to maintain balance.

Hand position, other than during the fast, must remain constant during the heeling exercise, except if a hand signal is used to begin heeling. In that case, an acceptable hand gesture is allowed instead of a verbal command. After the hand gesture is made, the hand must return to one of the acceptable positions. There shall be a minor to substantial deduction if the hands and arms are not carried in one of the positions stated above, in all exercises in which the dog is to “come to” or “return to” the handler and “sit in front”, the handler’s arms and hands shall hang naturally at his sides while the dog is coming in and until the dog has sat in front. A substantial deduction shall be made if a handler’s arms and hands are not hanging naturally at his sides while the dog is coming in and until the dog has sat in front.

2.16 Cues
Handlers may use hand and verbal cues simultaneously for all exercises. Once a cue has been given by hand, verbal, or hand/verbal, additional cues will be penalized with a three-point deduction, regardless of the additional cue given. The dog’s name may be used preceding any cue without penalty and may be used as a cue in and of itself. Loud verbal cues are to be penalized. Once an error has been made that results in a non-qualifying score, the handler may not give additional cues to perform that portion of an exercise again.

2.17 Praise and Encouragement
Handlers are allowed to praise and encourage their dogs during an exercise. The praise and encouragement must be calm, quiet and pleasant. Repeating a verbal cue to perform an exercise is not considered praise or encouragement and will be penalized as an additional cue. Overly exuberant, loud and/or unpleasant praise and encouragement will be penalized. Handlers may not pat their legs or clap their hands as encouragement.

2.18 Food Rewards
1) Handlers are allowed to reward their dog with a food treat at the completion of all features of an exercise after the judge has said “Exercise finished” if they so choose. This must be done before the
team begins to move forward to the next exercise as directed by the judge.

2) Handlers may not lure a dog with food nor pretend to have food in their hand. Food rewards are to be kept hidden in the handler’s pocket only. No bait bags, fanny pouches, etc. are allowed, and handlers may not have food in their mouths.

3) Handlers must use that can easily and quickly be swallowed by the dog and may not use food rewards that might create crumbs while the dog is swallowing it.

4) A 5 point deduction will be taken in the event the handler or dog drops the food on the ring surface.

5) Handlers who lure or appear to lure a dog will receive a non-qualifying score.

6) Handlers may not enter the ring with food in their hand. This should be considered luring and the team will receive a non-qualifying score.

2.19 Handling Between Exercises

In the Novice class, the handler may gently take the dog by the collar and guide the dog to the place indicated by the judge for the next exercise. This is not allowed in the Open class, and deductions at the judge’s discretion will be taken for physical guidance in between exercises, as it is expected the dog be under verbal control in this class. Dogs who are not under verbal control between exercises in Open will receive score deductions.

2.20 Misbehavior

Any dog who exhibits fear, nervousness or timidity or any uncontrolled behavior such as snapping, barking, or running away from the handler will be penalized, to the maximum penalty of a non-qualifying score. This applies in between exercises as well as during exercises. If a dog leaves the ring during the transition from one exercise to another and the handler is successful in calling the dog back, a substantial/major deduction must be taken. If the dog leaves the ring during the performance of an exercise, a penalty must be taken to the maximum penalty of a non-qualifying score. A dog that eliminates or becomes ill in the ring will receive a non-qualifying score and be excused from the ring. Handlers who deliver harsh corrections inside and/or outside the ring will be excused from the day’s events and asked to leave the grounds.
2.21 Exhibitor Requests to be Excused
The judge should honor any exhibitor’s request to be excused from the ring and should note this on the score sheet.

3. OBEDIENCE CLASSES AND INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES
3.1 Classes and Eligibility

There is no requirement in the JRTCA that a dog must progress from Pre-Novice to Novice to Open, earning three qualifying scores in a class before being permitted to enter the next higher one. Dogs may be entered in any class for which they are eligible, except where cross entering is not permitted.

3.1.1 Pre-Novice Obedience “A” is open to dogs that do not hold a Pre-Novice title, or dogs that do not show Obedience in other venues. Not eligible for the Championship.

Pre-Novice “B” class is open to dogs that have a good knowledge of obedience or hold a Pre-Novice title. This class is only eligible for the championship.

Eligible for a Pre-Novice “B” Obedience Certificate upon completion of 3 qualifying scores.

3.1.2A Novice Obedience  Eligible for a Novice Obedience Certificate upon completion of 3 qualifying scores. May cross enter into Pre-Novice “B” and Open.

3.1.3A Open Obedience  Eligible for an Open Obedience Certificate upon completion of 3 qualifying scores. May cross enter into Novice and Pre-Novice “B”

3.1.4 Brace Obedience  Two dogs performing Pre-Novice exercises together judged on Pre-Novice criteria. Dogs may be on two leashes or coupled. Braces to be judged on precision. The brace that works as one stands the best chance of winning. One score sheet for two terriers. Dogs may cross-enter any other Obedience class for which they are eligible as outlined above. This is an optional class that is not eligible for a certificate.

3.2 Placements
Qualifying scores shall be considered first for placements, in descending order. If there are no qualifying scores or fewer that seven entries per class, non-qualifying scores shall be considered to fill the remaining placements.

3.3 Obedience Trial Championship and Reserve
The dogs with the two highest combined scores from the Pre-Novice “B”, Novice Obedience, or Open Obedience Classes will be Obedience Trial Champion and Reserve. Ties shall be broken by each team again performing the Off-Leash Heeling Pattern exercise.
Addition—Note: Two of the three classes are acceptable for Championships.

3.4 Scoring
All dogs are to enter and leave the ring on leash for all classes. Any dog leaving the ring without a leash for any reason will be excused and will receive a non-qualifying score.
For a qualifying score a team must earn a minimum of 170 points total AND at least 50% of the points for each individual exercise. Non-qualifying scores will count for class placements.

OPEN OBEDIENCE: Judge or Club should provide a marker for the go out. Two ring gates with an upright in the center would be ideal. If that is not available either a cone or visible mark on the floor is appropriate. But only one marker should be used.

NOTE: A complete set of rules, guidelines, and class exercise descriptions is available on the club web site. You may also request a copy from the Trial Committee or from the Obedience Chairperson.

RALLY-O RULES: A complete set of Rally-Obedience Rules can be downloaded from our JRTCA site or contact committee member at mousemoorjr@cs.com
There is a complete rule book for each venue. Trial should have both printed for reference. Trial Chair should send a copy to the hired judges.

**RACING RULES**

1. **ALL TERRIERS MUST BE MUZZLED!** Plastic muzzle or close-ended cloth muzzles only. No figure eight or open-ended muzzles will be allowed. **COLORED BASKET AND COLORED SOFTIE MUZZLES ARE NOT ALLOWED.** Black, brown, clear or white muzzles are acceptable.

2. Any terrier entering the catch area during a race without a secured muzzle will be disqualified for that race only. No refund will be given.

3. Exhibitors must have entries ready to race, be aware of their classes, and be ready when called. In the event a heat is missed, permission to run in a later heat is granted at the discretion of the racing judge or steward. There are no refunds for missed classes.

4. Once entries are loaded into the starting gate, all handlers shall proceed to the finish line and be ready to receive their terriers.

5. In a hurdle race, any entry going around the jumps will be disqualified.

6. Puppy and Senior hurdle races must be run over lower height hurdles.

7. If a brush or lure is caught in some way, or the movement or lack of movement of the lure delays or alters the forward motion of any terrier (i.e., almost caught or flies outside the track) the race will be rerun.

8. Entries must cross the finish line completely to place in a race. The finish line is the backside of the barrier. First to the hole is not necessarily first through the hole!

9. Any terrier engaged in fighting shall be disqualified by the Racing Judge from any further racing during the trial. No refund will be given.
10. Racing Champions are determined by a run-off of the first place terrier in each class in each section. To be eligible to run in the Championship race, the terrier MUST have entered and FINISHED in both the flat and steeplechase classes. A terrier that is not entered in both classes or has not finished in both classes is not eligible to run in the Championship race. In this case, the 2nd place terrier becomes eligible to run in the Championship race, assuming it was entered and finished in both classes.

11. Once the Racing Division has begun, NO requests for measurement will be honored.

12. Adult terriers may not cross-enter between Regular Racing Classes, Veteran Racing Classes and Senior Racing Classes.

13. No smoking in the catch pen or start area.

14. No cell phone calls are to be made or accepted in the catch pen.

**TRAILING & LOCATING RULES**

1. The handler must remain at the starting area.

2. No directional hand signals allowed.

3. The handler may use verbal commands to praise or recall the terrier.

4. The length of the course is a minimum of 50 steps with at least two, but not more than four, changes in direction.

5. The trail is scented before the competition, at least 30 minutes prior to the competition for the scent to dry to the vegetation and the ground. The preferable scent is a mixture of rat urine, water and unscented glycerin. Only safely caged laboratory rats should be used as the “quarry.”

6. No schooling is permitted in area prior to the competition starting.

7. Flags are not to be used to mark the course.
8. The terrier is judged on his ability to follow a line in a simulated natural hunting environment, to locate, mark and open on the quarry.

9. The terrier is judged on a combination of time and accuracy. The terrier with the fastest time is not necessarily the winner.

10. The starting point is a natural marked spot indicated by the Judge.

11. The end is a natural marked spot approximately 2-3 feet from the actual quarry. The terrier's time is clocked up until he comes to this spot. This is considered coming up to the quarry for this test.

12. Deductions of 1-15 seconds are taken for the following:
   - Backtracking: Runs back over the line/scented trail.
   - Overrunning: Overruns the line at a sharp turn; the harder the drive, the more the correction has to be made.
   - Weaving: Runs from side to side of the line.
   - Swinging: Races in wide circles in hit or miss fashion. Does not follow line directly. Skirts cover, sloppy work.
   - Pottering/Loafing: Mucking about on line, goes over line again. Makes check/change of direction where none exists. Lacks animation. Swings off line at start of check, then waits for someone to find line. Pees on bushes, pokes in holes, wastes time.
   - Babbling: Opens/barks inappropriately off the line or on other game.
   - Quitting: Should be taken off trail and disqualified.
   - Switching Quarry: Dog swings off line completely. Dog runs other quarry/trail.
   - Marking Quarry: Should come up to quarry: points off for not going the whole way. BONUS: 10 seconds off time if dog opens on quarry.
YOUTH HIGH SCORE DIVISION RULES

1. The sanctioned Youth Division is open to JRTCA child and/or youth members in the following age brackets: Child Handler (ages 5 thru 9) and Youth Handler (ages 10 thru 16). **A child/youth exhibitor's age is determined as of January 1st of the current calendar year except for those children turning five years of age. They may begin competing in Child Handler any time following their fifth birthday.**

2. All exhibitors in the Youth Division must be current JRTCA members, either under a Family membership or under an individual Youth membership.

3. Youths or their families applying for a JRTCA membership at a Sanctioned Trial will be allowed to enter classes at that trial.

4. Child Handlers may handle an adult terrier or a 6-12 month old terrier. Youth Handlers may only handle an adult terrier.

5. Except in the case of an injured or ill terrier (Refer to Rule 6), Youth Handlers must handle the **SAME** terrier, which must be an **ADULT** terrier, in all Youth Handler classes. No puppies are permitted in any Youth Handler classes.

6. In the rare instance that a Youth Handler's dog is injured or medically unable to continue in any remaining events at a given trial, the youth may continue to compete with another dog. **In this case, the following procedure is to be followed:**

   • Prior to any terrier substitution, the Youth Handler must notify the Trial Chairperson. The Trial Chairperson must see and evaluate the terrier.

   • The youth may use another **ADULT** terrier, which must be the **SAME ADULT** terrier (no puppies allowed) used for the remaining Youth Division events.

   • Only one terrier substitution may be made, per handler, for each trial. (In the case of the JRTCA National Trial, the three day format equals one trial.)
• All placement points earned by the handler prior to the substitution will remain in place. No placement points will be earned by the handler following the substitution.

**Note:** An injured or ill terrier should be attended to as soon as possible. A licensed Veterinarian or technician should be consulted at the trial site if available.

7. Terriers owned or co-owned by the judge of any Youth Division classes are not eligible. Terriers owned or co-owned by the Trial Chairperson, or any member of their household may be entered in the Youth Division.

8. Spayed or neutered terriers may be exhibited in the Youth Division.

9. Terriers competing in Youth GTG, if entered in regular GTG classes, must compete in the regular GTG class prior to competing in the Youth GTG class. Terriers competing in Youth Agility, as well as regular Agility, must compete in the class order upon which the judge decides. It is important to inform the judge that the terrier is competing in Youth Handler as well as regular classes.

10. The Sanctioned Youth Division consists of the following classes:

   **Child Handler** - In the Conformation ring (may not be combined with Youth Handler). Must be offered at all JRTCA Sanctioned Trials.

   **Youth Handler** - In the Conformation ring (may not be combined with Child Handler). Must be offered at all JRTCA Sanctioned Trials.

   **Youth Working Judge's Choice** - No terrier to accompany Youth to the class. “Optional”.

   **Youth Go-To-Ground** - Must be offered at all JRTCA Sanctioned Trials.

   **Youth Off-Lead/On-Lead Agility** – May choose to participate off- or on-lead. “Optional” class.

   **Youth Obedience** - “Optional” class.

11. Placement will be made on an accumulation of points based on the following:
(1) Ability to follow directions. Brief instructions should be given prior to the start of the competition. (2) Control and handling of terrier. Considerations will be given. (3) Encouragement of the terrier while working. (4) Knowledge of the rules and requirements of each class. (5) Awareness of class schedule and arriving on time. (6) Prompt retrieval of the terrier after competition. (7) Having terrier ready to compete. Collar off for GTG, proper collar and leash for conformation, agility, etc. (8) Knowledge of the terrier, structure, purpose, origin, etc. (9) Checking in with the Steward and being responsible for individual score sheet.

The score sheets for each individual class are to be used by the judge to calculate the class placements. The judge, at his/her discretion, may give the exhibitor his/her score sheet at the end of the class.

12. Points for placement in each individual class are as follows:

8 points = 1st place, 6 points = 2nd place, 5 points = 3rd place, 4 points = 4th place, 3 points = 5th place, 2 points = 6th place, 1 point = Participation

13. Youth Handlers are eligible for the **Youth High Score/Reserve High Score**. This must be offered at all JRTCA Sanctioned Trials.

The Youth High Score is awarded to the exhibitor accumulating the most points in a minimum of two classes, **which must be** Youth Handler and Youth GTG.

Youth Handlers may choose to participate in Youth Agility, Youth Obedience and Youth Working Judge's Choice events if offered at the trial. **However, participation in these classes is not required in order for the Youth to be eligible for the High Score Award.**

When Youth Handlers **choose** to participate in Youth Agility, Youth Obedience or Youth Working Judge's Choice events, the points accumulated by the Youth in these events must be included toward the **High Score Award.**

The Youth Reserve High Score is awarded to the runner-up. (That is the Youth with the second highest total points accumulated.)
A tie will be broken with the final decision made by a Conformation Judge other than the Judge of the day. The tiebreaker takes place in the conformation ring and is determined at the Judge's discretion by the exhibitor's handling/presentation of his/her terrier, by the answers to the Judge's questions, or by a combination of the two.

Note: If there is no other available Conformation Judge on the grounds, then the Judge of the day will determine the tie-breaker.

14. A judge may not judge a Youth Division class in which his or her child relative participates. When this situation/conflict arises, a different judge must be selected to judge the entire class at a particular trial.

15. All questions should be referred to the Youth Sub-Committee.
## Trial Entry Form

### Owner's Information
- **Name:** John Doe
- **Membership #:** 12678
- **Street:** 21 Groundhog Drive
- **Email:** jdoe@email.com
- **City:** Hunter's Point
- **State:** MD
- **Zip:** 00001
- **Daytime Phone:** (410) 560-9958
- **Fax:** N/A

### Entry Fees
- **Regular Class:** $18.00 per regular class
- **Non-Sanctioned Divisions (J-K-L):** $12.00 per class

(Exhibitors MUST be current members of the JRTCA.)

Make checks payable to JRTCA. Full payment must accompany your entries.

### Classes Entered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes Entered</th>
<th>Terrier's Full Name</th>
<th>Breeding (for trial catalog)</th>
<th>Sex (M-F)</th>
<th>Coat (B-B-R)</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Birthdate</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>JRTCA Reg #</th>
<th>Entry Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 18 35 87</td>
<td>Foxy Jack</td>
<td>Sire: Foxy Tom</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10/31/07</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>00-01A</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dam: Foxy Lucy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 93</td>
<td>Little Lady Lucy</td>
<td>Sire: Little Lady Bob</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10/30/07</td>
<td>12.5&quot;</td>
<td>Pending</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dam: Little Lady Necklace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes
- List each dog's name once
- For the CHILD and JUNIOR HANDLER classes, please clearly indicate the name of the HANDLER who will be exhibiting.

**Child:** Jane Doe

**Youth:**

I hereby enter the above at my own risk, and I hereby engage to be responsible for any injury or damages that may occur to, or be caused by, any animals, vehicles, or trappings or the loss of any animal, vehicles, or trappings exhibited by me, and I further agree to be absolutely responsible for the physical condition of any animal under my control of ownership and will release, indemnify, and save harmless the JRTCA National Trial, the JRTCA, Inc., and South Mt. Fairgrounds from any damages, expense, and/or liability arising out of or resulting from any act of the Exhibitor or the JRTCA National Trial or their agents or employees. I hereby certify that my dogs are free from contagious disease, and that I am not a member of a conflicting JRT Club, nor do I register my Jack Russell Terriers with any conflicting JRT Club or all-breed registry.

**Signature:** John Doe

**Date:** 9/18/11

### Total Entry Fees
- **Administration Fee:** $6.00
- **Class Sponsor:**
- **Donation towards Raffle:** $100.00
- **RINGSIDE PARKING @ $25:**
  - 4 dogs or more entered: $319.00

**Total Enclosed:** $319.00

* $2.00 for registered/recorded terriers
  * $7.00 for non-registered/recorded terriers
Additional copies of this Rule Book may be obtained by contacting the JRTCA.

The Rule Book may also be found in its entirety on the JRTCA web site (www.therealjackrussell.com)
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